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OTA students aid cancer patients
G. Mickelson
Writer

Students in the 
Occupational 

Therapy Assistant 
program have gone 
above and beyond 
taking a stand in 
the fight against 
cancer. The 2016 
senior class raised 
more than $1,500 
from local businesses 
in September for 
Pediatric Cancer 
Awareness month, 
but they weren’t 
content to simply 
donate the money.
     Instead, student 
Mickayla Grosso 
had a better plan. 
The money was 
used to purchase 
several dozen Cuddle Bear book and teddy 
bear combinations, which were then donated 
to Lehigh Valley Pediatrics on November 12th. 
The books and bears put a slim but powerful 
ray of  sunlight into the dreary world of  a child 
cancer patient, itself  invaluable for both the 
patients and their families. But that’s not the 
only effect the package has.

“Last year, we did candles,” Bednar 
says. “This is the first time we’ve 

reached out to give something back to 
the community.”

     The Cuddle Bears come by way of  a 
company that Grosso consults for, Usborne 
Books & More. Primarily they deal in books 
for young children, with a focus on fundraising 
and book fairs. Upon the purchase of  the book 
and bear combo the customer is presented 
with the option to either keep the bear or 
donate it to a child in need, and a portion of  
the proceeds from each sale are given to the 
Scott Carter Foundation. Founded in 1993, 

Photo by G. Mickelson
The 2016 Occupational Therapy Assistant 

class with the bears they donated to 
Lehigh Valley Pediatrics. 

Mickayla Grosso (bottom, far right) 
brought the fundraiser to the 

class’s attention.

the Scott Carter Foundation is named after a 
Tulsa, OK boy who lost his life to bone cancer 
at the age of  13.
     Occupational therapy is blends both 
physical and mental therapy to help patients 
recover some semblance of  functionality. As 
OTA student Jillian Bednar explains it, it deals 
with the whole person, an idea which meshes 
nicely with the donation of  both money to 
research and toys for child cancer patients. 
Prior to this, the class hadn’t raised money for 
donations in some years.
     “Last year, we did candles,” Bednar says. 
“This is the first time we’ve reached out to give 
something back to the community.”
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Words from the editors
I’ll admit it. I was not thrilled when I began 

my first semester at LCCC. I was jealous 
of  my friends who were attending large 
state schools. I thought that community 
college would be boring and dreadful, but 
after attending LCCC for only a couple of  
weeks I realized that my school has tons of  
opportunities for success, and also fun. 
     I am now in my second year of  college 
and I am no longer jealous of  those who are 
attending large universities. I guess you can 
say, “I have my head on straight,” and that is 
all because of  LCCC. Attending this school 
has kept me grounded. It allows me to have a 
part-time job, stay involved in activities, and 
still study hard. An LCCC education means 
everything to me.
     Perhaps the greatest opportunity LCCC 
has given me has been working as part of  
The Paw Print staff. I began writing for the 
paper in spring of  2015, which allowed me 
to deepen my interest in writing. Seeing my 
name in the paper made me extremely proud. 
Here I am a semester later editing the paper. 
     I have gained such great experience by 
being a part of  this team. I have met great 
and truly talented people who have made me 
grow by working alongside of  them. I will 
greatly miss being a part of  this staff, and I 
will never forget the things I have learned. 
More importantly, I will always appreciate 
this opportunity that LCCC has given me to 
be a part of  a great team. 

The end of  an era. Okay, it’s only been a 
couple months. My end is nigh. Nope, 

too dark. Oh, I got it now. One chapter 
closes, another begins. Wow, these are all 
awful. Saying goodbye has always been hard 
for me. I never know what to say, how to say 
it, and I’m always left feeling unsatisfied. 
Usually I can just walk away and leave it at 
that. Nothing lost, nothing gained. But to do 
so now would, to me, be an insult to all the 
great people I’ve met and worked with this 
semester.
     College is a time when you invent 
yourself. It’s a time when you start to really 
make a mark on the rest of  your life. In 
the past universities and colleges have been 
the breeding grounds for revolutions and 
movements that changed entire countries. 
None of  us may do that, but opportunities to 
leave a mark are all around us. 
      Finally, to the writers of  The Paw Print. 
Getting to know all of  you has been some of  
the greatest times of  my life. It sounds a little 
sappy I know, but I have never had as much 
fun in a classroom as I have seeing each of  
you develop as journalists. 
     I hope you all know that I always thought 
of  you as my team. I wish all of  you, whether 
you continue as journalists, become CEO’s 
of  your own companies or just keep going to 
school the best of  luck. To next year’s editors, 
I want you to know I trust you all implicitly. 
Believe in yourselves and treat others well.
     And to all you readers out there, thank 
you.
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Zach Kocis
Writer

Intercultural Night shows off student diversity

T he Intercultural Student Association 
kicked off its second annual 

International Night on November 5 at 6 
p.m., with food and fun activities.         
     The event was held in the Community 
Services Center and featured buffet-style 
eats, a dance floor, an artifact gallery, 
and presentations from various countries. 
Many important members of  the LCCC 
community were in attendance, including 
President Ann Bieber, and several members 
of  the Student Government Association. 
     The room was filled with people from 
all different backgrounds who came 
together to collectively celebrate an 
explosion of  cultural diversity. Flags from 
many countries decorated the walls, and 
all sorts of  ethnic music filled the air. 
     “The International Night was one of  
the best events of  last year and hopefully 
this year it’ll be even better,” said SGA 
member Evan Genay. 

“One of the crowd’s favorite 
moments was when 

everyone danced to the 
‘Macarena.’ “

     He went on to say how last year’s 
attendance had far surpassed the 
expected amount, and praised the event 
for bringing people together.
After everyone had dinner, some 
members of  the club gave presentations 
on their home countries, including 
Latvia, South Korea and Syria. They 
used visual and aural supplements to tell 
the stories of  their 
homelands, and were 
met with rousing 
applause. 
     In addition to 
the presentations, 
the members of  ISA 
strongly encouraged 
attendees to take part 
in group dances from 
countries as different 
as Syria, Brazil and 
Mexico. One of  the 

crowd’s favorite moments was when 
everyone danced to the “Macarena.” 
The food was plentiful; a pasta bar 
was set up and the dessert table, whose 
offerings came from all different 
countries, was a crowd pleaser. The 
“artifacts table” featured cultural relics 
from various countries, including 
ceremonial clothes from Syria, and 
paintings from Latvia. 
     “It’s amazing how I’m able to 
improve my communication skills, and 
meet new people at the same time,” 
said club president Vitoria Ruozzi, as 
she explained her passion for the club. 
ISA plans to hold a special celebration 
in honor of  the 50th anniversary of  
the college in 2016.

Photo by Zach Kocis
A small children’s group performs Syrian 

dances in front of a captivated audience at 
International Night.
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Mission inspirational: Isabella’s journey to Jamaica
Caitlin Yaun
Writer

Double trouble with double majors
Samantha Chubenko
Writer

Isabella Ellis sits in the coach section 
of  an American Airlines flight with 

nine other members of  the First Baptist 
Church of  Allentown. Hovering above 
the clouds, Ellis is anxious to reach 
their destination. Six hours later, they 
arrive.
     The weather is humid and balmy 
on this Sunday morning as the 
missionaries depart the airplane. Ellis 
is uncertain what she will encounter on 
her week-long mission trip to Jamaica, 
but the unknown thrills her.
     “I love traveling and getting the 
chance to learn a new language and 
immerse myself  in the culture, that’s 
something that definitely interests 
me,” Ellis says, reminiscing of  the 
enlightening experience. 
     After arriving at their lodging 
location, Chatham cottages of  
Montego Bay, Ellis and the rest of  
the group are headed to the Jamaican 

Christian School for the Deaf  (JCSD), 
where they would be doing the majority 
of  their mission work. 
     The culture shock of  traveling to a 
third world country struck Ellis.
     “It was like nothing I had ever 
experienced before,” Ellis said. “I’ve 
traveled to countries in Europe, but 
I’ve never been to an actual third 
world country before. You hear about 
poverty on the streets and everything, 
but that’s nothing compared to actually 
experiencing it in person.”
     Despite the initial challenges of  
conforming to an underdeveloped 
society, Ellis quickly found solace in the 
companionship of  the children. 
     “Everyone was really friendly and 
outgoing towards us,” Ellis exclaimed. 
     Monday through Friday served as a 
busy time for the missionaries as they 
thoughtfully planned their ministry, 
organized games and planned crafts to 

do with the children who range in age from 
2-18 years old. 
     “It really tested our abilities and strength 
because we had to try to teach them the 
gospel. I’m not fluent in sign language,” 
Ellis admits. 
     Despite linguistic and cultural 
roadblocks, Ellis states that her mission trip 
to Jamaica was one of  the most culturally 
enriching experiences she’s ever had. 
What’s more, Ellis will not stop travelling 
anytime soon. 
     Visit www.jcsdeaf.org. for more 
information.

Indecision is frustrating, especially when 
dealing with what major to declare. For 

some, deciding what program to follow 
is one that is met with ease - they already 
know what they want to do in the future. 
Unfortunately for everyone else, it can 
be immensely difficult and frankly, a bit 
intimidating. Sometimes the only logical 
choice when dealing with indecision is to 
take both options and see how combining 
the two works. This idea can be directly 
applied deciding on a major.
     As of  the current Fall 2015 and 
upcoming Spring 2016 semesters, being 
a double major is not an available option 
to students. However, Lehigh Carbon 
Community College does have a rather 
broad range of  choices for students: 41 
two-year degree majors, 29 transferable 
majors, 17 certificate programs, and 
5 diploma programs. With such an 
extensive selection, there is bound to be a 
good fit for every student. 

     Susan Fread, the Director of  
Academic Advising for LCCC, does have 
a few suggestions for those who are stuck 
deciding between two majors.
     “For a fair number of  schools, you 
can’t transfer with 60 credits and say 
you’re undecided; you have to pick 
something, and you don’t want that 
moment of  decision to be when you are 
filling out the application,” Fread states.
     She also has some advice that 
indecisive individuals may want to keep in 
mind when plotting out their major.
     “The best thing really is to come in 
and talk with somebody because the 
earlier you plan, the more flexibility and 
choices you have.”
     For students who are set on having 
two separate majors, do not fear. There 
is hope that double majoring may be 
coming in the Fall 2016 semester. Until 
then, sit down, take a deep breath, and 
relax.     

Isabella Ellis creates crafts with the 
children of JCSD. Joshuaproject.net 

estimates that nearly 27,000 
Jamaicans struggle with deafness or 

hearing loss.



Albright College offers bachelor’s degrees in six 
majors between Lehigh Carbon Community College’s 
Schnecksville and Tamaqua campuses.

Program benefits:

• Scholarships for LCCC alumni 
• Transfer up to 78 previous college credits 
• Complete your Albright bachelor’s degree on the campus of LCCC
• Accelerated classes meet one evening per week
• Textbooks included in tuition
• Program is considered full-time by federal  
   financial aid standards 

1-888-253-8851
www.albright.edu/lccc 
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Project Management class aids Shelter House
Christina Mahurin
Writer

Professor Julian Costa is excited. 
He and his Introduction to Project 

Management class have worked tirelessly 
on a project that implements the 
principles of  the subject, and they are just 
beginning to see the fruits of  their labor.  
     The class was given the opportunity 
to apply project management tools 
and techniques they have learned in 
the class to a project which will help to 
showcase a local historical structure in 
the community. 
     The Shelter House, situated on 
the north side of  South Mountain 
near Emmaus, was built in 1734 by 
early Pennsylvania Colonial German 
settlers and is believed to be the oldest 
continually inhabited dwelling in the 
Lehigh Valley. The house is open to 
visitors during Christmas in Emmaus, 
during summer festivals, and for outdoor 
picnics for members of  the society.
     Professor Costa said he feels fortunate 
to have been entrusted with this project.              

     “This opportunity 
just fell into my lap, and 
I grabbed it,” Costa said. 
“We’ve been working 
quite extensively on a 
website for the society. 
From day one there was a 
profound enthusiasm.”   
     According to Costa, 
the students have put a 
great deal of  time and 
effort into the project, 
including the part of  
the project that is not 
graded—the creative 
part. He believes the students learn 
best by giving them the chance to get 
involved.
     Costa’s philosophy for the class is 
simple. “Letting them use their talents 
in a way that it relates to the course 
content…but also letting it be something 
they can benefit from.”
    “Their main focus is to restore and 

generally increase awareness of  the 
historical sites in Emmaus,” said 
Brandon Zack, a freshman. “One aspect 
of  it that has benefitted us the most is 
that we feel when we work, the ideas 
that we implement are our ideas, so we 
are more enthusiastic about them rather 
than taking them as an order. We want 
to show what we can do.”

Photo by Christina Mahurin
The students of Project Management class. Front row (L-

R): Christine Jacoby, Ryan DeSantis, Cristina Hernandez, 
Miguel Argothy, Dylan Moyer, Jesse Stone. Back Row (L-R): 
Sean Maurice Perkins, Justin Ortwein, Brandon Zack, Bryce 

Knoll, Charles Deweese, Joshua Klase, Rob Conte, Isaias 
Sanchez, Conor Lydon, Josh Pense.

Survivor stops the cycle of violence
Misha Kotaskova
Writer

According to the National Coalition 
Against Domestic Violence, in 

2007, 53 percent of  victims of  domestic 
violence were abused by their current or 
former partner. 
   Sara, a former LCCC student, uncovers 
the face of  violence. 
   Sara married when she was 19 years 
old to a man with “a lot of  baggage.” 
Drinking, going out with friends and 
having another woman were just part 
of  what she experienced while she was 
married to him. 
   She reached out to Turning Point of  
Lehigh Valley, a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to eliminating domestic 
violence, after an event that changed her 
life. 
   “There was a fight… typically I would 
cower … but I was very unhappy and 
tried to speak up…and at that point he 
became very irate…he took me by the 
neck and hair and tried to throw me 
down the steps…” Sara said.

   She broke free from her 
husband’s reach with one 
thought on her mind. She 
needed to get her son out 
of  the crib and call 911. 
The police arrested her 
husband that night, 
handing her contact 
information for Turning 
Point. Sara’s journey to 
healing began. 
     Turning Point helped 
her face the fact that 
she had a personality of  
“perpetual enabler.” She realized that if  
she didn’t stop the cycle of  violence one 
of  two things would happen. Either she 
would “become incredibly depressed and 
incapable of  continuing in life or … end 
up being killed by the abuser.”
   Sara was able to turn her life around. 
She divorced her husband after almost 
20 years of  marriage, went back to 
school and presently works full- time at a 

local hospital. Sara is currently happily 
remarried to a man “…who wouldn’t 
hurt a fly.”
   “… in fact he doesn’t even kill bugs,” 
Sara joked. 
  For those of  you who have been 
affected by violence let Sara’s story give 
you hope and empower you to raise a 
voice and stop the cycle of  violence. 
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Career Development Center links students
Kevin Ewell
Writer

With the fall semester quickly coming 
to an end, students may feel the 

hustle and bustle of  cramming in 
schoolwork while stressing 
over the competition for 
internship deadlines, and 
other things related to 
starting their career. 
That is why the 
LCCC Career 
Development 
Center (CDC) 
is there to assist 
any student in 
need. Whether 
it is creating a 
resume, beginning 
a job search to see 
what is available, or 
applying for a summer 
internship, the Career 
Development Center on 
campus is dedicated to helping 
students transition from college life into 
their careers. 
     “We offer the most current 
information and best practices in the 

Event helps connect Veterans and Advisors
Robert Sepulveda
Writer

There is an old saying that being 
forewarned is being forearmed. 

That is the goal of  all programs Lehigh 
Carbon Community College as well 
as other colleges offer, to inform their 
students of  the tools available to help 
them to succeed. One such event was the 
Education Leads to Employment event 
that took place recently at Northampton 
Community College.
     The event was hosted by the A’s for 
Vets, which is an alliance of  the Greater 
Lehigh Valley Universities. The alliance 
aims to help veterans and the primary 
aim of  the event was to bring veteran 
students awarenessof  the tools and 
options available to former soldiers. 
     Most veterans know of  these options, 
but more often than not the problem 
lies in not knowing whom to contact to 
use the benefits available to veterans. 
The event met this problem head on by 
gathering together advisors from different 

career industry,” said Chad Ganley, 
a Career Consultant in the Career 

Development Center. “We 
are highly experienced 

and extensively 
educated on 

career related 
topics, 
and most 
importantly, 
we are 
extremely 
passionate 
about 

LCCC 
students 

achieving their 
professional 

goals. Additionally, 
we have data on jobs 

landed by past graduates and 
connections with alumni and employers 
that could be extremely valuable in a job 
search.” 

     A key resource created by the Career 
Development Center to assist students 
in finding job opportunities is the online 
CLAW database. Students and alumni 
with CLAW accounts are informed of  
job fair events, on-campus interviews, 
and other career related information for 
students. 
     “The CLAW’s database has nearly 
2,000 employers, largely from the 
local Lehigh, Carbon, and Schuylkill 
counties, who have access to view 
LCCC student resumes,” Ganley said.
     The online CLAW database is 
perfect for any student who wishes to 
view what employers are out there, and 
most importantly internship and job 
opportunities. In addition, it is exclusive 
for only LCCC students and alumni, 
and the employers have access to all 
participating students’ resumes. 
     So, stop in the CDC and utilize its 
exclusive student services to get started. 
One more thing - they’re free!

colleges that are in place 
to help veterans make the 
transition to becoming 
students. 
     Gloria Howell, a key 
figure in the A’s for Vets 
alliance, chose Leanne 
Egan to be a key speaker 
at the event. Egan is an 
academic advisor for 
veterans at LCCC as well 
as a veteran herself. The 
aim of  Egan’s speech 
was to inform veterans about using their 
benefits. 
     “They (the A’s for Vet’s alliance) 
wanted me to talk about it (using her 
veteran benefits to go to college) and the 
concerns that I had” shared Egan in an 
interview prior to the event. “I wanted 
to give advice to other veterans looking 
to make the transition to becoming a 
student and the general do’s and don’ts 
when it comes to using your benefits and 
how to be a successful student.”

     The event achieved its goal of  
not only bringing awareness but also 
showing veterans that may have been a 
little lost what path they should take to 
reach their goals.
     For more info about A’s for Vet’s 
alliance check out www.a-for-vets.org.     

Photo by Robert Sepulveda
Gloria Howell (seated) is an educa-
tional advisor from LCCC. She was 

the first person that veterans attend-
ing the event met.
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Opinion
The sad truth about Climate Change

Video games are easy scapegoats

Lindsay Ehret
Editor

Daniel Berrios
Editor

Climate change is real. Many people 
believe it to be a myth, but the 

abnormal patterns in the environment 
that are continuing to arise prove it to 
be true. For those who do believe that 
climate change is real, and for those of  
you who don’t but are still reading this, 
there is one major environmental issue 
that needs to be addressed which is 
making climate change skyrocket. Animal 
agriculture. 
     This may come as a shock to some 
people, but transportation emissions 
and the burning of  fossil fuels are not 
the main causes of  climate change, 
or pollution for that matter. Livestock 
gases are actually the main cause due 
to the emissions that are being released 
into the environment. I think you know 
where I’m going with this. Cow farts. 

All joking aside, this is the real problem. 
According to the recent documentary 
COWSPIRACY: The Sustainability 
Secret, cows produce about 150 billion 
gallons of  methane per day, and this 
is due to the fertilizers that are in feed. 
Nitrous oxide is also a greenhouse gas 
that is being released, 65 percent due 
to livestock. Both methane and nitrous 
oxide are more powerful and have longer 
lasting effects than carbon dioxide, the 
greenhouse gas that is released due to 
transportation and the burning of  fossil 
fuels. 
     One reason why many people are 
unaware of  this issue can certainly be 
due to the fact that many environmental 
organizations have not been listing this as 
an issue on their websites, but why? This 
issue has been kept a secret for some time 
now, and it is because we value our meat. 
Speaking out against the meat industry 

will drive profits away from them, but it 
is time to face the unfortunate truth: we 
need to eat less meat.
     You can help prevent climate change 
from increasing by simply limiting the 
amount of  meat on your plate. It is 
simple. If  we produce less meat we will 
produce less pollution, and this will 
decrease the growing abnormal patterns 
we are currently witnessing in our 
environment. Think about the toll the 
environment is taking the next time you 
pick up a hamburger. 

Are video games dangerous? It’s 
a topic that’s been brought up 

whenever there is a tragedy involving 
someone who plays a lot of  video games. 
No one seems to agree whether video 
games are in fact the cause. It might be 
that we’re missing the picture all together. 
That maybe we’re too focused on one 
detail of  a much bigger problem.
     The American Psychological 
Association says yes, that despite some 
variance between individual cases, and 
after years of  research, that there was a, 
“…strong and consistent general pattern 
(that there is a consistent relation between 
video games and aggressive behaviors)…”
     Now that might have been the end 
of  the conversation, however more 
than 230 researchers including scholars 
from Harvard, Yale and Columbia 
universities took issue with the APA both 
in its conclusions and how it went about 
getting to those conclusions. 

Dr. T.A. Ceranoglu, a psychiatrist at 
Massachusetts General Hospital who 

signed an open letter debating the APA’s 
findings, said, “The literature is beset 
with methodology flaws and I don’t think 

this report addresses those flaws.”
 “I think it’s causing us to miss a bigger 
picture,” Dr. Ceranoglu went on to say. 
“These violent video games are played 
all around the world, but we have a much 
higher violence rate in the U.S. than 
other countries, like Japan, and we can’t 
explain why that difference is.”
     But then why are video games such 
an easy target? Probably because people 
want a simple answer. Whenever there 
is a tragedy the public wants to blame 
the suspect we “think” is most at fault. 
Whether it’s video games, mental health 
or gun control the people who are talking 
never seem to or don’t care to realize that 
there is a bigger picture.
     There isn’t a simple solution to why 
people commit heinous crimes, but one 
thing is for sure: we need to realize that 
until we stop deflecting and understand 
that it’s a lot more complicated, it’s going 
to keep happening.
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Pepperdine University in Mal-
ibu, California has numerous 
locations on campus where 
computers, monitors, printers 
and cell phones are recycled. The University of Oregon 

uses portable water refill 
stations at school events.

Harvard University 
saves rainwater and 
reuses it in toilets and 
for irrigation.

At the College 
of the Atlantic, 
nearly all food 
scraps are com-
posted.

LCCC IN
The Perfect

FOCUS:
Campus

Shouldn’t we take a lesson 
from these other schools?
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&health  fitness
All LCCC students need is a good nap
Reagan Landis
Writer

Outdoors Club keeps environment safe
Eric Otero
Writer

LCCC’s Outdoors Club, in 
partnership with the Student 

Government Association (SGA), is 
working towards a more environmentally 
friendly campus through several projects.
     An example of  the club’s efforts is the 
new water bottle refill stations that have 
been added across campus in order to 
reduce plastic waste. They can be found 
in the downstairs Technology Center, 
Student Services Center, and Science 
Hall. Before these water refill stations 
were added, the only two functioning 
stations were located in Berrier Hall. 
Seven more are scheduled to be added in 
the near future.
     Some future projects that the club 
has planned include the addition of  
several new trash and recycling bins, and 
composting trash bins.

College students know the challenges 
of  massive workloads all too well. 

From midterms through to finals, 
full-time students exhaust themselves 
reading textbooks, memorizing pages 
of  information, writing research papers 
and developing major projects; all while 
often holding down a part-time job and 
trying to hold on to a social life. It is little 
wonder why so many college students will 
often feel overworked and exhausted.
     Perhaps all you need is a nap. Sleep 
scientists have shown tremendous benefits 
from napping, with length of  sleep 
varying the result. A short 15-20 minute 
powernap will result in higher levels of  
alertness and increased performance. 
Increase that nap to 30-60 minutes, when 
rapid-eye movement sleep can occur, and 
reap the rewards of  increased memory 
and cognitive processing. Longer naps of  

90 minutes or more may leave you feeling 
sleepy afterward, but may be the exact 
prescription for times when creativity and 
problem-solving are blocked. 
     Sara Mednick, PhD, author of  the 
book, Take a Nap! Change Your Life, 
notes that napping will also help you, 
“Filter out the mass of  distracting sensory 
information that bombards all of  us on 
a regular basis,” so you can focus more 
easily. 
     The emotional benefits of  napping 
are not to be dismissed. Stress levels 
often get so high that napping is the only 
productive way to reset negative attitudes. 
Student Levi Wolf  said, “Napping- 
napping is great! It always helps.”
     Sleep-deprivation remains a very real 
challenge among college students, and 
habitual shortages of  less than seven 
to nine hours of  sleep become mood 

altering. Another student said that, 
“When I feel overtired I can’t focus, I 
get angry, my body starts to ache and 
then I can’t focus on anything.  When I 
don’t get enough sleep, no one is safe.” 
That challenges productivity and overall 
happiness.
     Getting proper rest promotes brain 
function, so if  you’re feeling overtired, 
save yourself  the trouble and take a nap.

     “With the SGA, the Outdoors 
Club is working towards 
improving our recycling program 
as well as adding trash cans in 
the parking lots, composting, and 
a school garden,” Evan Genay, 
President of  the Outdoors Club, 
said. “All of  the projects we 
take on are financed by student 
services. So these are projects by 
the students, for the students.”
     The Outdoors Club focuses 
on connecting LCCC students 
with the environment through activities 
such as hiking, skiing and rock climbing. 
The members of  the club also take part 
in volunteer work at the nearby Trexler 
Nature Preserve.
     “We help to clear out invasive 
species, staining and placing signposts, 
and cleaning up trash,” Genay said. 
“It’s our way of  giving back to the 

community.”  
     The club is currently formulating 
more plans for the next couple of  years 
at LCCC with the purpose of  benefitting 
the students and the environment.

Photo by Eric Otero
LCCC’s Outdoors Club cleans up the 

trash along the trails of the 
Trexler Nature Preserve.



For nearly 40 years, the accelerated  ACCESS program at DeSales University  

has helped busy adults earn their college degrees conveniently and quickly. Here’s how. 

ACCESS features: 
•  Day, evening, weekend, and online classes •  Competitive tuition rates
•  6 and 8 week sessions •  Transfer up to 25 courses
•  11 start dates throughout the year •  Wintermester (3-week session)

Day, Evening, Weekend, & Online Classes

DeSales.edu/ACCESS
ACCESS

 Lansdale Area
  215.361.3514

Bethlehem Area
610.814.3026

Center Valley
610.282.4361
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Donors save thousands with the gift of life
Samantha Chubenko
Writer

Surgeoner, the new face of security
Warren Rubio
Writer

On Monday, November 9, Lehigh 
Carbon Community College 

hosted a life-saving event, Myths, 
Miracles and Everyday Heroes: How 
Organ Donors Save Lives, from 7 p.m. 
until 9:30 p.m. in the Lisa Scheller 
and Wayne Woodman Community 
Service Center on main campus. 
Presented by the Student Nurses’ 
Association of  Pennsylvania and the 
Gift of  Life Donor Program, students 
and the public were openly invited 
for a presentation and panel from an 
organ donor’s family, a living organ 
donor, and a transplant recipient on 
the importance of  organ donation and 
being an organ donor.
     Every year, more than 400 
Pennsylvanians die because the organs 
they need are not donated. In the next 
24 hours alone, 22 patients nationally 
will die while waiting for a transplant. 
Susan Koomar, the Regional 

Community Relations Coordinator for 
the Gift of  Life Donor Program, started 
off the event by showing a picture of  a 
nine year-old named Tony Forte from 
Lancaster; he is just one of  the 5,855 
people in our region who are currently 
awaiting an organ donation. With only 
47 percent of  Pennsylvanians being 
organ donors, it is incredibly important 
to remember the impact of  a single 
donation.
     “I feel great now,” remarks Brandon 
Yon, a liver transplant recipient. “I 
overall have a new lease on life.”
     The Gift of  Life Donor Program 
was also a part of  the World’s first 
bilateral hand transplant on a child at the 
Children’s Hospital of  Philadelphia back 
in July of  this year. Thanks to someone’s 
donation, eight year-old Zion Harvey 
received a new set of  hands after losing 
them and his legs to a life-threatening 
infection at the age of  two. 

     One organ donor can save eight lives; 
one tissue donor can help heal 50 or more 
lives. Last year, 29,532 people received 
life-saving transplants in the United States 
alone.  Remember, no one is too old or too 
unhealthy to help save a life.
     Visit The Gift of  Life Donor Program 
webpage for more information.

The world seems more dangerous 
than ever, even in places previously 

perceived as safe. So it’s comforting to 
know that LCCC’s new Director of  
Public Safety, Jim Surgeoner, knows the 
importance of  feeling safe and has much 
experience.

     “I was a policeman in Spring 
Township, Berks County for 29 years,” 
Surgeoner said. “Spring is actually the 
biggest municipality in the county behind 
the city of  Reading.”
     Surgeoner graduated from 
Shippensburg University in 1984, 
majoring in Criminal Justice before 
entering the police force. This is not his 
first job in security either.
     “I retired (from the police department) 
in May 2013 and assumed the position 
of  Director of  Safety and Security at 
Reading Area Community College.”
     He held that position for two and a 
half  years before accepting his current 
position at LCCC.
     Surgeoner is still in the process of  
assessing the security department before 
making any changes, but is confident he 
and his team will do an excellent job of  
making sure LCCC is well prepared for 
any situation that may occur on any of  

the campuses. He wants to have more 
of  a presence at all three campuses, that 
is, he wants students, faculty and staff 
alike to know who he and the 13 staffed 
guards are, putting a face to security. 
Surgeoner understands as head of  
security he needs to be approachable, 
emphasizing an importance of  
communication not only within his 
department but between students and 
staff and the security team, creating an 
open dialogue.
     “Previously I would do programs 
periodically and I met regularly with 
the staff and students regarding security 
safety matters.”
     Surgeoner is a dedicated family man 
who loves showing off his Alabama 
logo-carved pumpkin his wife made for 
Halloween. He is as motivated to protect 
his LCCC family as he is his own family. 
     So if  you see Surgeoner, welcome 
him, say “hi” and “roll tide.”

Photo by Warren Rubio
Jim Surgeoner with one of the two 

marked security trucks that patrols 
main campus. “I was awed when I 

first saw main campus. It doesn’t look 
like a community college.”

Photo by Samantha Chubenko
Transplant recipient Brandon Yon
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The key steps to developing self-compassion
Tyler Winston
Writer

Students heard in Human Sexuality class
Misha Kotaskova
Writer

Everyone at some point in their 
lives struggles with self-esteem. As 

teenagers we were plagued by these 
insecurities, and these concepts of  self-
worth can follow us into adulthood. 
Many people look in the mirror and see 
nothing but their flaws...their failures. 
And as college students low self-esteem 
can mean the difference between 
achieving success or falling short of  
your potential. Having low self-
esteem might deter you from asking 
for the help that you need or going 
after that scholarship opportunity. 
No fear! The new Counseling Center is 
here!
     As the newest addition to Lehigh 
Carbon Community College’s Campus, 
the Counseling Center launched a 
workshop series for students called, 
“What Your Mama Didn’t Tell You.” 
And on November 4th Michelle Baldwin 
Friendy, a LCCC counselor and licensed 
social worker of  18 years, held an 

event in the ARC building on LCCC’s 
main campus revolving around these 
issues of  self-esteem, and the negative 
connotations these concepts have in 
society.

     “Self-esteem is not associated with 
anything positive, and everybody says 
we have to change our self-esteem,” says 
Friendy. Well guess what? “The self-
esteem movement is over,” and it is self-
compassion that is taking its place.
     Not only is this idea of  self-

compassion more positive and uplifting, 
it is also obtainable. In the workshop 
Friendy outlined the three main steps to 
self-compassion.
     First and foremost, self-kindness. As 
they say, we are our own worst critic. 
Instead of  putting yourself  down, give 
yourself  a compliment. Create a positive 
mantra for yourself  for when you’re 

feeling down in the dumps.
     Secondly, common humanity.     
   When we’re in touch with our       
common humanity, we remember 

that feelings of  inadequacy and 
disappointment are universal. Self-

compassion recognizes that suffering is a 
part of  a shared human experience.
     And lastly, mindfulness. Friendy refers 
to this as “being in the moment.” Give 
yourself  just a few minutes a day to be 
still with your thoughts.
     It is these three steps that will get you 
through your bouts of  insecurities and 
guide you to self-compassion. 

According to Dr. Tammy Wyatt and 
Dr. Sara Oswalt in Sexual Behavior of  

College Freshmen And The Need For University 
– Based Education, college life is a socially 
recognized time of  self- exploration and 
identity development. 
Joanna J. Suriel, a former LCCC student, 
was the leading voice in a petition for a 
Psychology of  Human Sexuality course 
to be added to the curriculum. 
     Suriel reached out to Professor 
Ann Turoczy, M. Ed., HS – BCP, who 
is currently working on her doctoral 
dissertation in BDSM community, to 
develop and teach this course.  
“Miss Turoczy inspired me…she is 
enthusiastic and passionate about her 
job… perfect to teach this class,” Suriel 
said. 
     Suriel wasn’t the only student 
interested in learning more about sexual 
education. Her petition presented 
to Barry L. Spriggs, Ph. D, Dean of  

Academic Services, consisted of  43 
student signatures. 
     “…we are here for the students…
college is not just about academic, but 
also about the development of  the 
person… a Human Sexuality course 
can very easily be part of  student 
development,” 
Spriggs said. 
     Psychology of  
Human Sexuality 
course will be offered 
to students for the 
second time in the 
classroom setting 
in the Spring 2016 
semester, Tuesdays 
and Thursdays 12:30 
p.m. – 1:45 p.m.
Still, many students are unaware this 
course even exists. It was a first time 
hearing about this course for freshman, 
Emily Anchundia.

     “I want to be a nurse…I’d be 
interested in taking this course,” 
Anchundia said.  
Professor Turoczy believes this course 
benefits students academically as well as 
personally.
     “We don’t cover just anatomy and 

physiology… safer sex and sexual 
orientation… we also cover 
when sexual activity is illegal and 
how to communicate effectively 
about sex and sexual issues,” 
Turoczy said. 
     Suriel recommends the 
Psychology of  Human Sexuality 
course to all students, because 
it’s a safe place to learn about 
a topic that is associated with a 

lot of  stigma. Suriel believes this course 
benefits everybody “because at the end of  
the day we don’t reproduce asexually.”  
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&style  entertainment
Charlie Brown and gang charm audiences
Caitlin Yaun
Writer

Event gives novelists their inner voice
Olivia Rose
Writer

Good Grief ! Charlie Brown and his 
gang of  Peanuts pals are starring 

in their first-ever feature length film 
which graced theaters nationwide 
on November 6.
     Initially, one may cringe 
at the thought of  remaking 
such a beloved staple of  
childhood. From the 3-D 
characters, to the modern 
day theme song vocalized 
by pop superstar 
Meghan Trainor, it’s 
easy to write The 
Peanuts Movie off as 
an insult to the Charles 
Schulz legacy. However, 
what the Peanuts Movie lacks 
in hand drawn scenery and multiple 
Vince Guaraldi scores, it makes up with 
heart and humor.

Have you ever dreamed of  writing 
a novel? Or perhaps thought you 

had a great story idea but just needed 
the motivation to get it off the ground? 
Look no further, because National Novel 
Writing Month is here to save the day.
     National Novel Writing Month, or 
better known as NaNoWriMo by its 
participants, is held every November. It is 
a time for the creative juices to flow and 
for writers to pull up a blank document, 
pull a piece of  paper forward, or just 
grab a napkin and write. 
     The event is a non-profit that allows 
writers to come together and bounce 
ideas off of  each other, and get their 
stories out to the world. The slogan 
for the month is “the world needs your 
novel,” and that is a resounding message 
in a world where writing and arts are 

     Created by Craig Schulz, the son of  
the original Peanuts creator, the 

movie was written to be as 
similar to the original 
cartoons as possible, 
according to a press 
release by Schulz. 

The time period and 
voices remain almost 

exactly the same in the 
Peanuts world and no 

modern technology is 
shown. In fact, you’ll see 

the children using rotary 
phones and typewriters.

     Upon seeing the movie, one 
will notice many similarities 

to the original Peanuts specials. 
For example, viewers will still see 

Lucy offering her witty psychological 
advice to insecure Charlie Brown at the 

price of  five cents per session. “Nickels, 
nickels, nickels, what a beautiful sound!”
     What’s more, original Peanuts fans will 
still grin at the sight of  Snoopy battling 
his arch nemesis, the Red Baron, from the 
pilot’s seat of  his red wooden doghouse. 
However, in the Peanuts Movie, Snoopy 
is combatting the Red Baron while 
simultaneously fighting for the girl of  his 
dreams, Fifi. 
     Also, Charlie Brown attempts to 
redeem himself  and shed his local 
reputation as an outcast when a new kid 
moves into town. 
     Overall, if  you’re a loyal Schulz fan 
don’t shy away from seeing The Peanuts 
Movie. You may be skeptical of  the 
quality of  the movie at first, but by the 
end of  the film, it’s guaranteed that you’ll 
be pleasantly surprised.

being pushed to the way side.
     There are two other events 
run by the NaNoWriMo staff: 
the Young Writers Program 
and Camp NaNoWriMo. 
Both events allow you to work 
towards completing your novel 
and helping your community 
spread the word of  writing. 
     The Young Writers 
Program is to inspire children 
17 and under to write their own novel, 
and try to win awards throughout the 
month. Camp NaNoWriMo gives writers 
a chance to set their own word goal 
during the summer months, whether you 
want to write 10,000 words or 100,000 
words.
     NaNoWriMo remains a way for 
people, young and old, to get their 
stories out to the world and has done so 

since 1999. November brought many 
challenges and fun times to the writers, 
and with revision promises already being 
made, next year is already in the sights of  
some writers. 
     November may be NaNoWriMo, but 
the work goes on year round. Starting the 
set-up for the events next year, to getting 
donations to run Camp NaNoWriMo 
smoothly there is no shortage of  ways to 
get involved and give your novel a voice. 
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Walking the Wasteland: A Fallout 4 Review
Tyler Jones
Writer

Students have blast at comic costume bash
Chandler Johnson
Writer

LCCC students got a chance to get 
down on Halloween dressed as their 

favorite superheroes. The LCCC Art 
Club held the Comic Costume Bash 
so students could have some good old 
Halloween fun.
     The party was held in the Student 
Services Center from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
on October 30. The club reserved one 
room to watch The Avengers Age of  
Ultron movie and another room for 
dancing and games. The dancing music 
was courtesy of  DJ Richie who played 
all kinds of  music like Thriller, the 
Cupid Shuffle, and even the Monster 
Mash. Tables with soda, popcorn, and 
Halloween candy were available.
     Students attended dressed as their 
favorite superheroes and villains. 
Students came dressed as Deadpool, 
Harley Quinn, Bane, Kim Possible, and 
others. Some students dressed in non-
superhero costumes such as Carrie, a 

Fallout 4 takes place 10 years after the 
events of  Fallout 3. The beginning 

sequence is not as long as Fallout 3, but 
does try to pull at your heartstrings. 
There are returning enemies from Fallout 
3, but there are also new enemies and 
variants of  some of  your favorites. The 
V.A.T.S. system has been improved and 
doesn’t seem to slow down time as much, 
making combat more challenging.

Visuals
     The game runs smoothly, but doesn’t 
seem to have a vast improvement in the 
graphics department. Some enemies have 
more attention to detail and look more 
menacing for it. I also didn’t have any 
texture pop-in.

 Expectations
     I expected to have a lot of  fun and 
Fallout 4 doesn’t disappoint. They have 
changed the karma system, but you 
can still make horrendously immoral 
decisions. The ability to create your 
own settlements will appease many fans 

and the crafting systems are much more 
complex than Fallout 3.

Music
     The score has many classic songs and 
the sound effects are as great as ever. The 
voice actors are excellent and help bring 

the game to life. Your character also now 
has a voice.

Enjoyment
     I have thus far enjoyed my time in 
the wasteland. If  you enjoyed Fallout 3, 
you will most likely enjoy Fallout 4. The 
reduced conversation options and the 
tweaks to the karma and perks systems 
might turn off some fans. The humor is 
abundant as always, but you will make 
decisions that will rip your heart out. I 
have not run into any game breaking 
glitches thus far.

Plot
     I played a variety of  quests and did 
not dive into the main story. The writing 
for the sub-plots is as good as Fallout 3, if  
not better in some regards.
     
     Fallout 4 takes place in a wasteland but 
isn’t a waste of  your time.    4/5

*For the following review, I have played 20 
hours of  Fallout 4 using a PlayStation 4*

raccoon and Katy Perry. 
     The club held a 
costume contest that was 
judged by representatives 
from Cloud Games. 
The winners were 
given trophies and free 
gift cards for the most 
authentic, creative, and 
unique costumes. Unique went to the 
student dressed as Erron Black, authentic 
went to the student dressed as the Joker, 
and the creative award went to the 
couple of  Ironing Man and Wonder 
Bread Woman, which was Wonder 
Woman with bread and Iron Man with 
an ironing board and no pants.
     The club also held a ticket raffle at the 
end of  the night giving away posters and 
pictures that they used to decorate the 
room.
     According to Sara Barton, the Art 
Club President, the party was a huge 

success. The club’s goal was to raise $300 
from donations.
     “We reached our   goal and everyone 
who came had a good time,” Barton said. 
“We will actually be having the party 
again next year.” 
     Some of  the students who attended 
talked about the party’s success. One 
student Ben Yenser commented about 
what he liked about the party
     “The great DJ, the prizes, the 
costumes, it turned out pretty well,” 
Yenser said.  

Photo by Chandler Johnson
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Museum magnifies PA Dutch heritage
Christina Mahurin
Writer

T he Lehigh County Historical Society 
is presenting the Pennsylvania Dutch 

Impact Across America exhibit at the 
Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum, located 
at 432 West Walnut Street in Allentown, 
from November 7 to December 31, 
2015. This educational exhibit explores 
how Pennsylvania Dutch culture has 
influenced the entire nation. 
     Joseph Garrera, Executive Director 
of  the museum, states that their goal is 
to educate people of  all ages, hoping to 
reveal the similarities of  the Pennsylvania 
Dutch ancestor’s struggles to modern day.
     “While many people have heard of  
the Pennsylvania Dutch, few realize that 
there were also Virginia, Maryland and 
Midwestern Dutch,” Garrera mentions.
     The Lehigh County Historical 
Society strives to inform locals of  the 

nation’s history and stands as one of  the 
largest historical societies in America. 
It maintains seven museum sites that 
date from Colonial American through 
the Industrial Revolution. These sites 
include more than 80,000 vintage 
photographs, 35,000 historical artifacts, 
and approximately 3 million documents.
     One of  these sites is the Lehigh Valley 
Heritage Museum. Constructed 11 
years ago in downtown Allentown, this 
cutting-edge, 30,000-square foot, climate- 
controlled structure harbors one of  the 
finest historical research libraries in the 
state of  Pennsylvania. 
     Assistant Director and Chief  Curator 
of  the museum, Jill Youngken, states that 
the exhibit contains certificates dating 
back to the 1700s, maps indicating areas 
of  Pennsylvania Dutch Settlement, 

ancient documents, and authentic 
clothes and tools from more than 200 
years ago. 
     “We usually begin working on 
the exhibits a year and a half  to two 
years out. Everything is done in house. 
Everything you see, we’ve mounted and 
written text,” Youngken says.
     The Lehigh Valley Heritage Museum 
continues to impact the area, and for 
only $15 for a one-year membership, 
or $8 for an adult day-pass, people can 
explore the many exhibits.
     “Our mission is to collect and 
preserve the material culture of  the 
Lehigh Valley and educate people about 
their local history,” Youngken adds.
     Come enjoy the fun and historic 
campus, located only one block away 
from West Hamilton Street.
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Fall Festival unites the community
Tyler Winston
Writer

Lehigh Carbon Community College 
brought the community together with 

music, food, and fun at it’s 4th annual 
Fall Festival on Saturday, November 14 
in the CSC building at the Schnecksville 
campus. The festivities included more 

than 40 local vendors, a car show, and 
even horse-drawn carriage rides.
     “We want students to get more in-
volved with events like this,” Jane Wilchak, 
LCCC’s Special Events Manager, says. 
     With finals just around the corner it’s 

great to see the school in a different 
light. Events such as this are a re-
minder that school doesn’t have to be 
all work and no play. 
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More than 4o 
vendors (left) 
made holiday 

shopping easy 
this year. At 

right, students 
Colby Martin 
(left) and Jess 

Christman 
came out to 

support LCCC’s 
Art Club.


